Theories of family unification predict four left-and four right-handed families of quarks and leptons, all with mass below 265 GeV. The lightest mirror quark has a mass of less than 140 GeV. All charged leptons are lighter than 55 GeV, and the lightest is below 40 GeV. All five new neutrinos have mass less than 40
The discovery of the W and 2 bosons at CERN has confirmed that the standard SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) model provides an excellent description of the strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions.
However, the standard model is in no sense a fundamental theory. It does not explain why there are three forces, nor why the weak interactions are purely V -A. It does not tell us why quarks and leptons come in families, nor why the families repeat.
Family unified theories provide a natural answer to these questions.I1-" They preserve the successful features of ordinary grand unified theories, and moreover, they explain the multiplicity of families. In family unified theories, the forces and the families are both incorporated into irreducible representations of a simple gauge group G. The most appealing theories of family unification are based on the group O(18). All the known families fit into just one representation, the 256-dimensional spinor. This spinor is complex, so superheavy masses for ordinary fermions are forbidden. Furthermore, the group 0(18) is anomaly-free, so the spinor anomalies cancel among themselves.
Previous attempts to construct theories based on 0(18) were plagued by serious difficulties.[" These stem from the fact that the 256dimensional spinor contains eight left-and eight right-handed families. With 16 light families, the color coupling blows up at a few hundred TeV. These theories are not perturbatively unifiable.
To avoid this problem, it is necessary to split the 0(18) spinor and give some families mass at the unification scale MGUT. This was done in Reference [2] , where it was shown that 0(18) must break to SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) x 2~ , where 2~ is a discrete symmetry. The 2~ family symmetry allows half the leftand right-handed families to gain mass at MGUT. It protects the other four leftand four right-handed families from acquiring mass all the way down to the weak scale Mw.
The possible 2~ symmetries are seriously constrained by cosmology and lowenergy phenomenology.
In Reference [4] we studied the restrictions that arise from proton decay, big bang nucleosynthesis, left-handed Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing, and the stability of right-handed matter. We discovered that family charges of the fermions are essentially unique, and that N equals five or ten.
We found that the low-energy theory has two Higgs doublets and precisely three ultralight left-handed neutrinos. The extra families of 0 (18) give rise to dramatic experimental signatures, both for proton decay and for present and upcoming particle accelerators. These signatures are the subject of this letter. The exact mixings of the neutrino states depend on details of the family assignments and lepton mass matrices. In Table 1 Nucleon decay channels depend on how quarks and leptons are assigned to O(10) multiplets. In ordinary grand unified theories, these assignments are not unique. Unconventional choices can lead to nonstandard decay modes. This ambiguity is lessened in the 0(18) theory because of the ZN family symmetry. The form of the fermion mass matrices is known, and unambiguous family assignments can be made for all the quarks on the basis of nearest-neighbor Cabibbo mixing. The lepton family assignments are somewhat more uncertain; but subject to certain assumptions, they permit us to make precise predictions of the nucleon decay channels.
In Table 1 
